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ABSTRACT: This research has a purpose to know about the impact of competency supervisor toward heavy equipment operator performances at minerals and coal mining contractor PT. Riung Mitra Lestari. The method used in this research are descriptive analysis with SPSS program version 20.0. The respondent in this research are divided into 2 categories, they are supervisors as a supervisor (14 people) and heavy equipment operators as a subordinate (125 people). The result of this research show that supervisor competency have a positive and low impact toward heavy equipment operator performances. Recommendation of this research are to fulfill the gap of supervisor competency specially social competencies needs development to support increasing heavy equipment operator performance at mining contractor.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the Indonesian Coal Mining Association (APBI), in 2013 it is predicted that Indonesia's coal production will increase by 5% compared to coal production in 2012, because coal prices in the world market have gone up compared to the previous year, as well as an increase in demand for coal for other Asian countries and to meet Indonesia's own energy needs, which is targeted by the government at 20.3% of national coal production.

PT. Riung Mitra Lestari as a mining contractor company working on several coal mining projects of large coal producing companies in Indonesia such as PT. Berau Coal, Tbk, PT. Indo TambangrayaMegah, Tbk faces an increasingly large challenge to fill business opportunities in the field of mining services amid intense competition with the growing number of mining service companies in Indonesia.

The performance measure of a coal mining contractor company is the achievement of production produced both overburden (OB) and coal production and effectiveness in carrying out the production process or termed the utilization of availability (UA). The results of the achievement of both overburden and Coal production, as well as utilization at PT. Riung Mitra Lestari Period July 2012 - February 2013 all still below the target set, achieved below 75%, so that the performance of PT. Riung Mitra Lestari is said to be low (low performance). This is because overburden and coal production produced by heavy equipment operators is not achieved and there is still a lot of time wasted in the production process.

To be able to know the success of a company can be seen through the performance of the company, which can be measured based on the quality and quantity of outputs produced and the effectiveness in the process. The performance of employees affects the performance of a company. Employee performance is often interpreted as the success of carrying out employee tasks assigned to him.

Employee performance that exceeds the target of the company's standards is expected by all companies, because it can affect the company's performance. The performance measurement of mineral and coal mining contracting companies is the achievement of production produced both overburden (OB) and coal production and effectiveness in carrying out the production process or termed with utilization of availability (UA).

This is because overburden and coal production was produced by heavy equipment operators is not achieved and there is still a lot of time wasted in the production process. The results of the performance appraisal of mining operations employees namely production supervisors as superiors and heavy equipment operators as subordinates reach 90%, which means good performance or performance is achieved, but when
compared with the achievement of company performance will be the opposite, so this can be said that there is a problem with the performance. The results of performance appraisal for heavy equipment operators will affect the upgrading of the operator.

Whereas the results of the supervisory performance evaluation will be submitted to the relevant Manager at the head office as the final decision maker on the production supervisory performance evaluation, because the results of this assessment are used as an annual bonus calculation material and requirements for promotion of the promotion of production supervisors. The fact that the results of the production supervisor's performance evaluation are not approved by the relevant manager in the head office on the grounds the company's performance is not achieved.

This causes dissatisfaction with the production supervisor himself over the performance produced by the heavy equipment operator who is his subordinate. An employee's performance is also strongly influenced by the ability, expertise and behavior of the employee or competence.

The competency of the production supervisor will affect the work process carried out by the heavy equipment operator as his subordinate which in turn can affect the work of the heavy equipment operator, because if the production supervisor has low competence then they do not understand if the work process carried out by the subordinate is right or wrong, so that it can affect the performance of subordinates. From the Employee Competency Test (ECT) data, especially for the Production group leader level, out of 12 Overseas job site group leaders who participated in competency mapping, 83% of group leaders had competencies below the required standard values, only 17% met the value competency standards, this is in accordance with the performance achieved by the company that is still below the standards set because group leaders with low competence cannot analyze the work processes carried out by heavy equipment operators as their subordinates.

Against this background, the writer wants to know the effect of the competency of the production supervisor on the performance of heavy equipment operators at PT. Riung Mitra Lestari is a mineral and coal mining contracting service company.

II. THEORETICAL BASIS

Competence is defined by Spencer and Spencer and Mitrani explained that competency is a part of a person's personality that is quite deep and relatively sedentary and can predict behavior in a variety of situations and tasks in a position (Meilani D, 2008). A competency causes or predicts a person's behavior or performance (Prihadi and Meuthia) (Meilani D, 2008).

According to the LOMA competency dictionary (Meilani D, 2008) that competency is defined as the personal aspects of a worker that makes it possible to achieve superior performance. These personal aspects include traits, motives, value systems, attitudes, knowledge and skills. These competencies will lead to a behavior and the behavior will produce a performance.

Organizational behavior experts (Wood, Wallace and Zeffane, Robbins and Judge and Harris), explain the concept of competence as a combination of aptitude and ability (Winanti, 2011). Talent shows the ability to learn something that is potential. Whereas ability refers to the capacity of individuals to carry out various tasks in a job, ability can be fostered by knowledge and skills.

Whereas in the opinion of management experts Rampersad defines competence as a collection of knowledge, experience, skills, values or norms as well as the behaviors needed to complete work and as a basis for achieving personal success and prosperity. Psychologists (Marshall) explain that competence is a basic characteristic of a person that allows to provide superior performance in certain jobs, roles or situations (Ronald Listio, 2010a).

According to Winibowo, that competence is an ability to carry out or carry out a job or task based on skills and knowledge and is supported by the work attitude demanded by the job (Winibowo, 2011).

Competency Characteristics

According to Spencer and Spencer stated that individual competence is a character of attitudes and behaviors, or individual abilities that are relatively stable when facing a situation at work that is formed from the synergy between character, self-concept, internal motivation, and contextual knowledge capacity (Ronald Listio, 2010b). There are five main characteristics of competence that will ultimately affect one's individual performance, namely:

1) Motives
Motive is something that is thought or desired by someone consistently and there is encouragement to make it happen in the form of actions. Marshall also explained that motives are thoughts and unconscious preferences that drive behavior because behavior is a source of satisfaction (Ronald Listio, 2010b). Motives encourage, direct and choose behavior towards certain actions or goals.

2) Character or traits
Character or traits are mental characteristics and the consistency of a person's response to stimuli, pressures, situations or information. For example self-confidence, self-control and endurance or fortitude. This is
confirmed by Marshall that character is a characteristic that is rooted in a person and reflects the tendencies he has (Ronald Listio, 2010b).

3) Self concept
Namely the noble value system that is held in high esteem by someone, which reflects about the shadow of the self or the attitude of the self towards the aspired future or towards a phenomenon that occurs in the environment. Marshall also revealed that self-concept is a picture that someone has about himself that reflects his identity (Ronald Listio, 2010b). Kreitner and Kinicki explained that self-concept is one's self-perception as physical, social and spiritual beings (Ronald Listio, 2010b).

4) Knowledge
Knowledge is information that has meaning that is owned by someone in a particular field of study. Knowledge is a complex competency.

5) Skill
Skill is the ability to carry out a particular task both physically and mentally. Mental competence or cognitive competence includes analytical thinking (knowledge and data processing), determining cause and effect, data collection and planning and conceptual thinking. Dale said that skills are aspects of behavior that can be learned through practice used to meet work demands (Ronald Listio, 2010b).

Type of Competency
Spencer and Spencer classify the dimensions and components of individual competencies into three namely: intellectual competence, emotional competence and social competence (Ronald Listio, 2010b). It seems that Spencer and Spencer have looked at the competency component from aspects of the individual human dimension and interpersonal relationships but have not yet included the spiritual competency component.

An explanation of the competency component according to Spencer and Spencer is as follows (Ronald Listio, 2010b):

1) Intellectual Competence
   Intellectual competence is the character of attitudes and behavior or the intellectual will and ability of individuals, can be in the form of knowledge, skills and understanding that are relatively stable when facing problems in the workplace that are formed from the synergy between character, self-concept, internal motivation and the capacity of contextual knowledge (Nahapiet and Ghoshal). Zohar and Marshall explained that intellectual competence is the ability and will associated with problem solving that is rational or strategic. Robbins and Judge also said that intellectual competence is the ability needed to carry out mental activities (Ronald Listio, 2010b).

   Intellectual internationals are internalized in the form of nine competencies (Spencer and Spencer), namely achievement, job certainty, initiative, mastery of information, analytic thinking, conceptual thinking, practical skills, linguistic abilities, and narrative abilities (Ronald Listio, 2010b).

2) Emotional Competence
   Emotional competence is the character of attitude and behavior or willingness and ability to master themselves and understand the environment objectively so that their emotions are relatively stable when facing various workplace problems that are formed through the synergy between character, self-concept, internal motivation and mental knowledge capacity (Spencer & Spencer) (Ronald Listio, 2010b). Individual emotional competence is internalized in the form of six levels of will and ability, namely sensitivity or mutual understanding, concern for customer satisfaction both internal and external, self-control, self-confidence, adaptability and commitment to the organization.

3) Social Competence
   Social competence is the character of attitude and behavior or willingness and ability to build cooperation nodes with others that are relatively stable when facing problems in the workplace that are formed through the synergy between character, self-concept, internal motivation and social knowledge capacity (Imam Sugeng) (Ronald Listio, 2010b).

   Internalized individual social competencies in the form of seven levels of will and ability (Spencer & Spencer) (Ronald Listio, 2010b), are influence and impact, organizational awareness, building work relationships, developing others, directing subordinates, group leadership.

Thinking Framework
Regarding the framework of thought in this study, the author tries to make a simple picture of the framework of thought.

Figure 1. Thinking Framework
Research Hypothesis

Based on the picture of the above framework, the author tries to conclude temporarily through the following hypothesis:

$H_1$: Production Supervisory Competence influences the Performance of Heavy Equipment Operators.

Dimensions that will be measured on the Production Supervisory Competence variable are Intellectual Competency, Emotional Competency and Social Competency, while the dimensions to be measured on the variable Performance of Heavy Equipment Operators are Individual Productivity, Equipment Resources utility and Cycle Time.

III. RESEARCH METHODS

The research method used is descriptive analysis with data collection using a census system through questionnaires. Respondents filling the questionnaire in this study were divided into 2 categories: supervisors as superiors totaling 14 people and heavy equipment operators as subordinates totaling 125 people.

Validity Test

Validity test is useful to know the extent to which a measuring instrument is really measuring what will be measured. The correlation technique applied in this research is Person Product Moment Correlation. The Equation Formulas (Sumbogo & Diposumarto, 2017) are:

$$r_{count} = \frac{n(\sum XY) - (\sum X)(\sum Y)}{\sqrt{n(\sum X^2) - (\sum X)^2}(n \sum Y^2) - (\sum Y)^2}}$$

Where:

$r_{count} =$ Correlation Coefficient, its value $-1 \leq r \leq 1$

$X =$ Independent variable

$Y =$ Dependent variable

$n =$ respondents

Reliability Test

Reliability test is used to show the stability or consistency of the measurement results of an instrument (Sumbogo & Diposumarto, 2017). The reliability testing technique with more than 2 answers as in this study uses the Cronbach’s Alpha method, with the following formula:

$$r_{11} = \frac{k}{k-1} \left[ 1 - \frac{\sum S_i}{St} \right]$$

Where:

$r_{11} =$ reliability value

$k =$ number of questions

$S_i =$ variance score for each question

$St =$ total variance

Hypothosis Test

The steps of hypothesis testing are carried out as follows:

1. Simple Regression Analysis

Simple regression analysis examines the relationship of one independent variable with a dependent variable from a predetermined research operational variable. The simple regression analysis equation (Sumbogo & Diposumarto, 2017) is: $Y = A + Bx$; where $Y$ is the dependent variable, $A$ is a constant and $B$ is the regression coefficient.

2. Significance of Partial Correlation Coefficients test (t test)

Used to determine the effect of partially independent variables on the dependent variable. This test is carried out using a significance level of 5% (SE, MM, 2019).

3. Determination Coefficient test ($r^2$)

Testing the coefficient of determination is used to determine the effect of the independent / independent variable on the dependent / dependent variable in percentage (Andrian, 2018).

4. Dimension Analysis

Dimension analysis is an analysis conducted to be able to find out the relationship or correlation between dimensions between the independent variables and the dependent variable, for this reason a correlation matrix or dimension relationship between variables is needed as follows.
IV. DISCUSSION

Simple Regression Equation

The results of the research conducted showed that from the results of a simple regression test produces the Regression equation Y = 0.706 + 0.063 X1, or can be interpreted as: Performance of Heavy Equipment Operators = 0.706 + 0.063 Production Supervisory Competencies.

From the regression equation, it can be seen that the regression coefficient value of the supervisory leadership behavior variable is 0.063, it can be interpreted that if there is an increase in the competency of the production supervisor (X1) it will result in an increase in the performance of the heavy equipment operator (Y) by 0.063 X1. Therefore to improve the performance of heavy equipment operators, the supervisor of production as his superior must increase his competence, namely intellectual competence which is the character of attitude and behavior or intellectual willingness and ability which can be in the form of knowledge, skills and understanding that are relatively stable when facing problems in the workplace. Then emotional competence which is the character of attitude and behavior or willingness and ability to master oneself and understand the environment objectively. Next is the social competence which is the character of attitude and behavior or willingness and ability to build the nodes of cooperation with others.

Dimension Analysis

To determine the strength or weakness of the influence between the dimensions of the production supervisor competency variable on the dimensions of the heavy equipment operator performance variable is shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension Correlation Matrix between Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variable</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimension</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Supervisory Competency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (Sumbogo & Diposumarto, 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension Correlation Data between Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variable</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimension</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Supervisory Competency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Processed Primary Data (2019)
In table 2 above that the correlation between dimensions on the production supervisory competency variable (X1) on the performance of heavy equipment operators (Y), that the largest correlation value on the dimension of social competence (X1.3) to the cycle time dimension (Y3) is equal to 0.352, although including low or weak category correlations. A production supervisor who has good social competence will always build cooperation with heavy equipment operators well and can play the role of a leader as well as an example for subordinates in the work area, will always invite and encourage subordinates to do work with targets that must be achieved as planned so that the work process carried out by heavy equipment operators can be carried out on time even faster.

Correlation value of the dimensions of intellectual competence (X1.1) to the utilization of available tool resources (Y2) is very low or very weak at 0.161, this is because the intellectual competency of a production supervisor is not often used to support the use of tool resources by heavy equipment operators. Intellectual competence is only used when setting the position of heavy equipment operators with the equipment being operated, and this activity is only carried out by a production supervisor, that is a manpower supervisor, and is not carried out at any time.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis of data tests conducted, in this study the conclusion that can be drawn is the competency of the production supervisor has a positive and significant effect on the performance of heavy equipment operators at PT. Riung Mitra Lestari. The social competency dimension of the production supervisor is the most influential factor to be able to improve the performance of heavy equipment operators, but is included in the category of weak relationship strength, so that the production supervisory competency variable is not effective enough to improve the performance of heavy equipment operators. Although the competency of production supervisors has a low or weak correlation, competency can influence production supervisors in carrying out their leadership behaviors such as managing and fostering subordinates. Production supervisors must have high social competence, which is able to build and maintain good cooperation with heavy equipment operators, provide feedback on the performance of heavy equipment operators, propose to attend training to improve their expertise for heavy equipment operators, be able to set an example for operators heavy equipment that became his subordinate.
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